GrapeCity
Placement Opportunity 2010 Batch

Only for Unplaced Students

Date : Saturday, 22\textsuperscript{nd} May 10

Time : Will be informed by mail.

Eligibility : B.Tech (All Branches) / MCA / M.Tech / M.Sc. (NTM)

Venue : GrapeCity India | A - 15, Sector 62, Noida – 201307. UP. India

How to Apply:

1. Interested students who matches the below mentioned requirements can send their data in the attached Excel Sheet latest by 20\textsuperscript{th} May 10 before 2:00 pm to apamnani@amity.edu
2. Send your data only in Excel 2003 Format
3. Subject Line of the mail should be : Applying for GrapeCity 2010 Batch
4. Mails received after mentioned time will not be accepted
5. Don’t change the content of excel sheet

Job Profile : Trainee / Associate / Software Engineer – Product Support.

Requirement :
- Good Analytical & Logical reasoning skills; Good Problem solving skills
- Good communication (written & verbal)
- Willing to work in Evening Shifts (6:30 PM ~3:30 AM) for minimum 2 weeks a month.

Responsibilities:

- Responsible for technical support for Product (development tools) used by the programmers in their application
- The products include components like Chart/Grid/Report etc used by the programmers as 3rd party product in their application. These products ease their application development time, and provide good features.
- The products support multiple technologies like .NET WinForm, ASP.NET, AJAX, Mobile, WPF, Silverlight etc.
- Handling Technical queries for various Products
- Resolving technical queries by either providing solution or workaround with working sample and with supporting reasoning’s.
- Developing samples/videos/other technical material
- Keeping updated with latest products, technologies, and utilities

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
**Compensation:**
First 3 Months: Training period – 10K – 12K per month depending upon the candidate
Post 3 months of training the candidate would be absorbed depending upon the performance and the package would be between 2.8 LPA – 3.2 LPA depending upon their evaluation during the training period.

For Night Shifts (Max upto 2 weeks in a month): Shift Allowance: **Rs. 350/ Night**

**The process would be as follows:**

1. Group Discussion
2. Test (Aptitude, English Communication, Analytical)
3. Personal & Technical Interview

This is a high-end support role which would be a wonderful exposure to students who aspire to be Software Engineers.

Best Wishes

**Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Rana**  
Director